初學者練習
Chuxuezhe Lianxi
Beginners' Exercises

"Standard tuning" (正調zheng diao), with the tuning of the seven open strings considered as 1 2 4 5 6 1 2.
However, this staff notation functions like Chinese relative pitch number notation: "C" stands for "do" or "1".
The tablature is written in clusters: the bottom part directs the right hand, the top part directs the left hand.
The related videos are linked from http://www.silkqin.com/07/play/videos/studentvideos.htm

1. 食指散挑七絃，中指散勾四絃；... On the video each measure is repeated four times

2. 食指散挑七絃，大指按四絃九徽中指勾四絃；... On the video each measure is repeated four times

3. Combine 1 and 2. On the video each measure is repeated two times

4. 食指散挑七絃，中指散勾五絃；... On the video each measure is repeated four times

5. 食指散挑七絃，無名指按五絃十徽中指勾五絃；... On the video each measure is repeated four times

6. Combine 4 and 5. On the video each measure is repeated two times
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Harmonics (泛音 fan yin)

7. 泛音：食指挑七絃大指泛九徽，中指勾四絃無名指泛九徽；

8. 泛音：食指挑七絃大指泛九徽，中指指勾五絃無名指泛十徽；

(音乐符号示意图)